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Spectrum Winter Week 3

**bea**

Alena Haney
Arwen-Vira Marsh
Ella Gatlin
Kelly Killorin
Kristen Waagner
Laney Yoo
Maddie Powell*
Maggie McKenna
Meghan McNeive
Molly McDermott*
Riley Glick

**jeanne**

Abby Aldrich
Arianna Staton
Isadora Coco Gonzalez
Lucia Katz
Maddie Powell*
Meghan Altemose
Nicole Streger
Olivia Pryor
Sophia Talwalkar
Veronica Szafoni

**carrie ann**

Anne-Sophie Lacombe Garcia
Annie Huycke
Claire Guthrie
Dani Goldberg
Emily Zhang
Emma McElwee
Evelyn Mulchrone
Kaela Rosenbaum
Molly McDermott*
Yasmeen Mohammed Rafee

*denotes an actor called back for multiple roles
littlespace, or the daddy play callback list

Spectrum Winter Week 3

riley
Baz Holifield
Ben Jouras
Cole Greenberg
David Marquette
Derek Hassan
Ferdinand Moscat
Finn Hagerty
Max Reichek
Rishi Varma*
Robbie Matthew

will
Augustus Glick
Daniel Mares
Kieran Tuomey
Matthew McGrory
Nathan LoPinto
Rick Hilscher
Rishi Varma*
Stephen Greenberg
Tano Barendsen-Rossi
Tom Avery

hunter
Adelaide Ray Young
Adelina Marinello
Anna Rosenthal
Claire Scavone
Elena Garcia-Schroeder
Hope Valls
Liv Glassman
Natalie McGowan
Sami DeVries
Sasha Rechler

Keep an eye out for an email from our SM Sofi (sofiboczkowski2023@u.northwestern.edu) to confirm your callback time!

To everyone who auditioned:
THANK YOU for sharing your time and talent with us!! <3